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What's your necessity to be checking out product in this time? Is that the book that relates to the obligations?
Is that guide that can captivate you in your lonely time? Or, is that just kind of book that you can check out
to accompany the free time? Every person has different reason why they choose the certain book. It will
certainly include specific cover style, interesting title, advised topic, needed theme, as well as specialist
writers.

Amazon.com Review
Pop Princess, Rachel Cohn's third novel, will no doubt please some American Idol fans, but it is bound to
leave fans of her cutting edge debut, Gingerbread, cold.
Wonder Blake is a fifteen year old frustrated chanteuse, stuck dreaming her pop star dreams in a small sleepy
Cape Cod town while mopping the floor of the local Dairy Queen. Enter Gerald Tiggs, or "Tig", as he is
known in the biz, the former manager of Wonder’s older sister Lucky, who died tragically in a car accident
two years earlier. Tig overhears Wonder wailing away on her Walkman at the DQ, and offers her a record
deal on the spot. And the rest, as they say, is pure pop fantasy. Wonder vaults to insta-fame on the strength of
her single, the appropriately titled "Bubble Gum Pop." In typical Britney/Christina fashion, she is tempted by
drugs and alcohol, dissed by a famous diva, and caught between the boy next door and a mysterious stranger
she meets on tour. All the while, Wonder longs for a return to the quiet life she used to have and the wise
counsel of her beloved deceased sister.
Sound familiar? It should: Wonder’s story could have been lifted wholesale from just about any episode of
VH1’s Behind the Music. What happened to the sly, sarcastic, hipper-than-thou-voice Rachel Cohn penned
in her breakout hit Gingerbread? With Pop Princess, Cohn is in danger of losing her individual voice as
much as her bubblegum snapping protagonist. Rather than breathing new life into a tired genre, Cohn’s
conventional, lighter-than-air read will surprise no teen, and provide about as much escapism as a night in
front of the tube with Randy, Paula and Simon.--Jennifer Hubert
From School Library Journal
Grade 8 Up--Light, frothy, and delicious, this novel documents 15-year-old Wonder Blake's rise to fame and
fortune. When the story begins, she's a not-very-popular high school student slaving away at Dairy Queen.
She is "discovered" by an old friend of the family--the same man who managed her older sister Lucky's
music career until Lucky was killed in a tragic accident. Wonder releases a single and catapults to fame, but
predictably discovers that the life of a pop princess is not a bed of roses. She must still deal with family
problems, romantic dilemmas, and the shallow world of the music industry, where she is viewed as a product
to package and sell. She is tempted by parties, drugs, and drinking but quickly learns that they don't mix with
her new career. Her love life is more difficult to navigate. Wonder falls for a college student and loses her
virginity to him, but the boy next door proves attractive as well. Nothing about the novel's conclusion will
surprise readers, but the twists and turns on the way are so much fun that no one will care. It's pure fantasy
fulfillment, a pleasurable read with enough substance to make readers care about the main character and

cheer her on. With a gorgeous cover and major teen girl appeal, this is sure to be a winner.--Miranda Doyle,
San Francisco Public Library
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
From Booklist
Gr. 8-12. Fans of edgy, sarcastic Cyd of Cohn's Gingerbread (2000) may hesitate before picking up a book
inspired by the likes of Britney Spears, but they won't be disappointed by this diary of a "reluctant pop
princess." Wonder Blake, a 16-year-old who goes from dispensing soft-serve ice cream to recording a flossy
hit in the "Macarena" vein, maintains an ironic distance on her meteoric rise that is vintage Cohn (phases of
Wonder's career are coded by her hair color, which goes from brown to platinum). Readers may find the
lessons of Wonder's pop apotheosis and subsequent return to private life a bit predictable (fortune and fame
no matter the cost, bad; college and reconnecting with family and the boy next door, good), but the way her
experiences help her cope with the loss of her sister, killed by a drunk driver, prevents the story from
seeming too cliched. Despite an overburdened ending, this is a snappy read that will be devoured with relish
by YAs who love to hate the prefab perkiness of mainstream entertainment. Jennifer Mattson
Copyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved
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Follow up what we will certainly offer in this post about Pop Princess By Rachel Cohn You recognize
actually that this book is coming as the best seller book today. So, when you are actually a good visitor or
you're fans of the writer, it does will certainly be funny if you don't have this book. It indicates that you have
to get this publication. For you who are beginning to learn more about something brand-new as well as feel
curious concerning this publication, it's easy after that. Just get this publication and really feel just how this
book will certainly give you more exciting lessons.
In this case, Pop Princess By Rachel Cohn is liked for being the best reading product. This publication has
some aspects as well as reasons why you ought to read it. Initially, it will be about the material that is
written. This is not concerning the really stagnant analysis material. This has to do with exactly how this
book will certainly affect you to have reading habit. This is very fascinating topic book that has been
renowned in this recent time.
Besides, this book is also written by one of the most popular author in the country. So, when you appreciate
the author a lot, it will certainly finish the collections of the compositions. Yet, when you are not extremely
fan of the author, you can still fall in love with Pop Princess By Rachel Cohn because you will understand
just how the author informs the content to the viewers and also society. You can make take care of this book
as one of referred information making you really feel admired a lot with this publication.
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